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Abstract
Weathered, damaged, and largely forgotten, the thirteenth-century effigies of
Walter and Mary Stewart lie amid the evocative ruins of Inchmahome Priory
on an island in the Lake of Menteith, Stirlingshire (Scotland). This tomb has
been overlooked by art historians, yet it is the earliest surviving example in
the British Isles of effigies of husband and wife lying side-by-side on the
same tomb, the forerunner of a trend for commemorating marriage which
would not become widespread for almost another hundred years. The
intimacy of Walter and Mary’s relationship is expressed through a complex
exchange of gestures, unparalleled in medieval funerary sculpture: both
figures stretch out an arm to embrace one another around the shoulder,
while Walter reaches across with his other hand to pull the folds of Mary’s
cloak over her body. The following article considers the possible connection
between this remarkable instance of artistic innovation and Walter and
Mary’s involvement in a long-running dispute over their possession of the
earldom of Menteith. Examining the gestures of the figures, the decision to
place the monument at Inchmahome, and the probable identity of Walter as
patron, I argue that the effigies were intended as an enduring witness to the
legitimacy of Walter and Mary’s possession of their title and lands.
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“Walter ‘the Freckled’, acting on his wife’s behalf, obtained the
earldom of Menteith through shameless trickery, and the support
of the magnates.”

Figure 1.
Map of Scotland at the end of the 13th century, indicating
earldoms and sheriffdoms, from Robert the Bruce, and the
Community of the Realm of Scotland by Geoffrey Barrow,
3rd edn (Edinburgh, 1988).

With this damning sentence, the fourteenth-century Scottish chronicler John
Fordun begins his account of Walter Stewart’s role in the conflict over the
earldom of Menteith, a dispute that was to last twenty-four years and engage
the attentions of the Pope, three kings, and a large part of the Scottish
nobility (fig. 1). 1 The previous earl of Menteith, Walter Comyn, held the
earldom on behalf of his wife, the heiress Isabella. After Comyn’s sudden
death in 1258, his widow remarried Sir John Russell, an obscure English
knight. This union caused outrage among the earl’s heirs, who responded by

imprisoning the newly-weds and accusing Isabella of murdering her late
husband. 2 In the ensuing violence and confusion, Walter Stewart, younger
son of the third High Steward of Scotland, advanced a claim on behalf of his
wife Mary, who was a kinswoman of Isabella. 3 In 1261 a court of magnates
assembled by King Alexander III of Scotland awarded the earldom to Walter
and Mary. 4 This ruling was highly controversial—a letter from Pope Urban IV
described the investiture as “unjust” (contra iustitiam)—and Walter Stewart’s
possession of the earldom continued to be challenged by Isabella and her
heirs (fig. 2). 5 The case was brought before three different courts: the first
was convened by the papal legate Pontius at York sometime between 1261
and 1263, the second met at York in 1273, while the third was assembled by
Alexander III at Scone in 1285. 6 At this final gathering, Alexander
pronounced his definitive judgement on the matter: the earldom was to be
divided, with Walter and Mary retaining the title of earl and half of the land,
while the rest was granted to Isabella’s heir. 7

Figure 2.
Simplified genealogical diagram, showing the parties who disputed Walter
and Mary’s possession of the earldom of Menteith. Digital image courtesy
of Jessica Barker

The accounts of this long-running dispute are not the only traces that Walter
and Mary have left on the historical record. The couple are also notable for
their remarkable joint memorial in the Augustinian priory of Inchmahome,
located on an island in the Lake of Menteith (Stirlingshire, Scotland), the
earliest surviving tomb in the British Isles to depict the effigies of a married
couple side by side (figs 3 and 4). 8

Figure 3.
Aerial photograph of the islands of Inch Talla and Inchmahome, Lake of
Menteith, Collection Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS). Digital image courtesy of Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
(RCAHMS)

Despite its unique design, early date, and the historical significance of the
couple commemorated, the Inchmahome memorial has been largely
overlooked in the scholarly literature: a survey of Scottish medieval tombs
published in 2013 fails to even mention the monument. 9 The only
discussions of the tomb in the last twenty years are two contributions by
Geoffrey Barrow and Virginia Glenn to Medieval Art and Architecture in the
Diocese of Glasgow: Barrow examines the tomb’s historical context and
suggests a possible patron, while Glenn explores artistic models,
emphasizing the monument’s European connections. 10 Such exclusion is
perhaps due to the monument’s remote location, damaged condition, and
the apparent absence of comparable tombs from the same period. Yet the
memorial to Walter and Mary undoubtedly represents the uppermost echelon
of artistic production in Scotland during the high Middle Ages, both in terms
of the quality of its carving and the innovative nature of its design. A new
investigation into the tomb at Inchmahome has the potential to make a
valuable contribution to our understanding of material culture in thirteenthcentury Scotland, a time and place often overlooked in narratives of
medieval art. 11

Figure 4.
Unknown maker, Monument to Walter and Mary Stewart, Chapter house,
Inchmahome Priory, ca. 1281–96, sandstone, height: 217 cm, width: 89
cm (at feet of effigies), 228 cm (at heads of effigies). Digital image
courtesy of Jessica Barker

This article examines Walter and Mary’s monument in the context of the
protracted crisis over their possession of the earldom of Menteith. Recent
studies highlight the importance of conflict and disputed inheritance in
explaining the design, patronage, and location of funerary monuments. Anne
McGee Morganstern’s work on “kinship tombs”—memorials that depict the
family of the deceased on the tomb chest—emphasizes the function of these
monuments as vehicles for displaying claims to property and titles. 12
Morganstern points out that a significant number of kinship tombs were
commissioned in the context of a contested inheritance or minority, such as
the lost memorial to Thibaud III, Count of Champagne (d. 1201) at SaintÉtienne in Troyes, erected by the count’s widow during a period when the
inheritance of their young son, Thibaud IV (d. 1253), was being energetically
and sometimes violently contested by his cousin, Philippa de Champagne
and her husband, Erard de Brienne. 13 Concerns over inheritance may also
explain the unusual design of the brass to Richard Quatremain (d. 1477) and
his wife Sybil (d. 1483), located in the south transept of the church of St Mary
in Thame (Oxfordshire). Its mysterious third effigy, depicted in armour and
positioned just below Richard and Sybil’s feet, was identified by Kelcey
Wilson-Lee as Richard Fowler, who had been legally nominated as heir to the
childless couple’s estates. 14 Arguing that Richard Quatremain’s
commissioning of the brass in around 1465 should be understood in the
context of his strenuous efforts to ensure the estates passed to the heir of
his choosing, Wilson-Lee suggested that the monument may have been
intended to encourage local acceptance of Quatremain’s nominated heir. 15

A broader perspective on the legal utility—actual and potential—of funerary
monuments is provided by Julian Luxford’s article on “Tombs as Forensic
Evidence”. 16 Luxford draws together a wide range of material, including
legislation, records of parochial disputes, monumental inscriptions, and the
illustrations of the Anlaby cartulary, to argue that tombs were understood to
possess particular value as legal evidence in late medieval English society.
Central to this thesis are the records of three cases from the Court of
Chivalry (Scrope v. Grosvenor, 1385–90; Lovell v. Morley, 1386–91; Grey v.
Hastings, 1407–17), in which litigants and deponents regularly cite tombs as
evidence for the right of an individual to bear a particular coat of arms. 17
These testimonies include a remarkably detailed description of the brass to
Sir Hugh Hastings (d. 1347) in the parish church of Elsing (Norfolk), viewed in
situ by the court officials on the request of Sir Edward Hastings, who referred
to the monument among “certain [items of] evidence necessary and
indispensible for him to prove [his case]”. 18 Luxford, Morganstern, and
Wilson-Lee present a diffuse but suggestive body of evidence of the legal
function of the medieval tomb, indicating that funerary monuments were
understood as a category of object particularly suited to act as proof of titles,
lands, and property, with the potential to be cited in a court of law. Drawing
upon their studies, this article considers how far the dispute over the
earldom of Menteith may explain the innovative design and unusual location
of the tomb at Inchmahome. In doing so, it also proposes that scholars of
medieval art should pay closer attention to “unique” objects: artworks that
often resist being categorized within broader art-historical narratives, but
whose very strangeness can provide valuable insights into the mechanisms
and motivations of artistic invention in the Middle Ages. 19

The Effigies of Walter and Mary Stewart
The monument to Walter and Mary Stewart is now located in the chapter
house of Inchmahome Priory. It was carved from a single block of greentinged stone, probably sourced from a local quarry: sandstone of similar
appearance was used for the west front of the priory church at Inchmahome
and in the masonry at Dunkeld cathedral. 20 The effigies are over life-size.
The long sides of the stone block measure approximately 219 centimetres,
with the width of the slab tapering from 128 centimetres wide at their heads
and 89 centimetres at their feet (fig. 4). 21 The figures lie side by side with
their feet resting against two dogs, a larger animal for the knight and smaller
one for the lady (fig. 5). A large heater-shaped shield (92 centimetres in
length) covers much of the left side of the knight’s body, stretching from his
shoulders to his knees (fig. 4). The carved heraldry on the shield is now worn
and flaked, but in a photograph from the early twentieth century it is clearly
discernable as the arms of the Stewart family (a fess chequey) with a label of
five points in chief, the same coat of arms found on a seal of Walter Stewart

appended to a Deed of Homage to Edward I from 1292 (fig. 6). 22 Directly
below the sword-belt on the knight’s left hip, there is a deep, trapezoidal hole
cut neatly into the surface of the effigy (fig. 4). This hole is also depicted in
an engraving of the tomb published by William Stirling, minister of the
church at Menteith, in 1815, the earliest known depiction of the monument
(fig. 7). Since the knight lacks a carved sword, the hole may have functioned
as a socket to attach a metal or wooden sword to the effigy. 23 This possibility
is supported by the diagonal groove running downward from the hole to the
knight’s knee, cutting across the folds of his surcoat, which could have acted
as a furrow for the scabbard to rest in (fig. 4).

Figure 5.
Unknown maker, Monument to Walter and Mary Stewart, Chapter
house, Inchmahome Priory, ca. 1281–96, sandstone, height: 217 cm,
width: 89 cm (at feet of effigies), 228 cm (at heads of effigies).
Digital image courtesy of Jessica Barker

Figure 6.
Unknown photographer, Monument to Sir Walter Stewart, Earl of Menteith,
and his wife Mary, Countess of Menteith, ca. 1917–26, photograph, from
Inchmahome and the Lake of Menteith by John Stewart (Edinburgh, 1933),
p. 84.

Figure 7.
William Stirling, Sepulchral Monument, 1815,
engraving, from Notes Historical and Descriptive,
on the Priory of Inchmahome by William Stirling
(Edinburgh, 1815).

Figure 8.
Effigy of a knight (possibly Gerard d’Isle), Church of St Michael, Stow-NineChurches (Northamptonshire), mid-13th century, Purbeck marble. Digital
image courtesy of Graham Field, themcs.org

Figure 9.
Drawing of the monument to Walter
and Mary Stewart, reconstructing the
position of the knight’s right arm and
leg Digital image courtesy of Matilde
Grimaldi

The armour and pose of the Inchmahome knight is typical of thirteenthcentury military effigies in England. The figure wears a loose surcoat, falling
to his calf in deep, curved folds and split in the centre to reveal a kneelength hauberk (see fig. 4). A mail coif covers his head, fastened across the
chin, with a wide fillet tightening the mail. Although the knight’s leg is badly
damaged, the straps across the back and under the sole of his foot suggest
he was originally wearing mail chausses. A narrow belt fastens the effigy’s
surcoat, wrapped twice around his torso with the end draped over his left
thigh. This is closely comparable to the armour worn by the Purbeck-marble
knights at Stowe-Nine-Churches (Northamptonshire), probably dating from
the third quarter of the thirteenth century, 24 and the Temple Church
(London) [RHCM 7], most likely made in the middle of the thirteenth century

(fig. 8). 25 The cross-legged pose of the Inchmahome knight provides another
parallel with early English effigies. The knight’s right leg is bent behind his
body, his foot pressed against the dog with his toes pointing towards the
female effigy. Although his left leg has broken off below the knee, the
position of the surviving stump suggests that it was placed over his right leg,
stretched out in the direction of the woman. An abraded area on the bottom
of her dress indicates the position of his left foot (fig. 9). This variant of the
cross-legged pose—characterized by stiff legs with little bending of the
knees, crossed high up, with feet and toes pointing in the same outward
direction—was termed the “walking position” by Harry Tummers. 26 It is
associated with a group of mid-thirteenth-century Purbeck marble effigies,
concentrated in London and the surrounding area to the north and west. 27
Many of the effigies in this group are also notable for the restful composure
of their body, their hands resting flat on their chest or shield, an attitude
shared by the Inchmahome knight, who places his left hand on his wife’s
torso. 28

The female effigy at Inchmahome also has
parallels with sculpture made in England during
the latter half of the thirteenth century. In
contrast to the figure of the knight, the woman lies
flat on the stone slab in an attitude of peaceful
repose, only her head turned to look at her
husband. She is shown in a simple gown, gathered
at the waist by a narrow belt, its material falling to
her feet in long, tightly packed, vertical folds. She
wears a floor-length mantle, fastened across her
chest by a long cord. The drapery, gathered across
the right side of her body, is articulated by four
deep, triangular folds. This combination of tightly
packed, straight lines on the gown and deep,
triangular-shaped folds on the mantle (a
juxtaposition also found on the knight’s surcoat) is
typical of the “broad fold” drapery style, which
originated in France and first appears in England
on sculpture at Westminster Abbey from the
1250s. 29 The head covering worn by the female
effigy at Inchmahome is also characteristic of this
period. She is depicted in a flat, circular cap,
fastened by a band across her forehead, with a
veil flowing behind her neck and joining with the
folds of her cloak. Her ears, chin, and neck are
exposed. This is closely comparable to a statue of
the Virgin of the Annunciation framing the
entrance to the chapter house at Westminster
Abbey (dating to around 1253), as well as a
standing noblewoman on the west front of Wells
Cathedral (complete before around 1250–60) (fig.

Figure 10.
Standing noblewoman, west
front of Wells Cathedral,
Somerset, mid-13th century.
Digital image courtesy of
Christian Hance

10). 30 The courteous gestures of the Wells lady,
her right hand clutching her mantle and left hand
fingering its clasp, are common to depictions of noblewomen from the
thirteenth century, such as the effigy of a woman at West Leake

(Nottinghamshire), dated to around 1280–90. 31 These sculptures provide a
guide for interpreting the gestures of the female effigy at Inchmahome.
Although her right hand has broken off at the wrist, the positioning of the
arm and an abraded area on her chest suggest that she was shown fingering
the end of the long cord that fastens her mantle (fig. 4). Like the female
statue at Wells, the Inchmahome effigy has her mantle pulled across the
right side of her body. In this case, however, it is the hand of the knight
rather than her own that grasps the material, the husband performing this
courtly gesture on his wife’s behalf (fig. 9). 32 The closest parallel is a heavily

restored knightly effigy at the church of St Bride, Douglas (South
Lanarkshire) (fig. 11). 33 The figure has lost his left leg and part of his right
foot, but it is clear from the position of his thigh that he was originally
depicted with one leg crossed over the other at the knee and both feet
pointing outwards, mirroring the “walking position” of the Inchmahome
knight. The St Bride’s effigy is usually dated to the second quarter of the
fourteenth century on the basis of its association with “Good” Sir James
Douglas, who died in Spain in 1330 while travelling to the Holy Land with the
heart of Robert the Bruce, King of Scotland (d. 1329). This identification,
however, is by no means secure. 34 The effigy may instead belong to the
preceding century: the knight’s long surcoat, draped over his legs with
overlapping diagonal folds and fastened by a wide belt, is closely comparable
to thirteenth-century military effigies, such as the knight at Stow-NineChurches (fig. 8). Memorials from England and continental Europe were
fashionable at the Scottish court during the fourteenth century, with royal
patrons importing entire monuments, as well as materials and artists, from
abroad: exchequer rolls from the end of the reign of Robert the Bruce detail
the purchase of Italian marble and Baltic timber for his funerary monument
at Dunfermline Abbey, fragments of which still survive. 35 In 1372 Edward III
granted licence to a group of masons to travel to Scotland to build the tomb
of David II; one of them had been employed in carving images and angels at
St Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster in the 1350s. 36 Although there are no
documented examples from the thirteenth century, similar artistic exchange
is plausible during the years of Alexander III’s majority (1260–86), a period
characterized by amicable relations between Scotland and England and
extensive connections among their ruling elites. 37 Since the monument to
Walter and Mary was made from a local stone, the most likely explanation for
the style of the effigies is for a group of masons trained in England to have
travelled north of the border in order to carve the memorial.

Figure 11.
Effigy of the 5th Earl of Douglas, Church of St Bride, Douglas, South
Lanarkshire. Digital image courtesy of Otter

Gesture, Intimacy, and Law
One feature of the Inchmahome monument is unique among surviving
examples of thirteenth-century funerary sculpture in the British Isles: the
effigies of Walter and Mary lie side by side, carved from the same block of
stone. The earliest memorials in England with the effigies of husband and
wife date from around the second quarter of the fourteenth century, for
example the monument to a knight and lady at Howden Minster (Yorkshire,
East Riding), recently re-dated by David Park to around 1325–30. 38
Thirteenth-century tombs of married couples do survive in France, the
Netherlands, and Germany, such as the tomb of Henry the Lion (d. 1195) and
Matilda of England (d. 1189) at Brunswick Cathedral (Lower Saxony,
Germany), made in around 1235–40. 39 This monument is typical of double
tombs from western Europe, which are characterized by praying figures lying
flat on the tomb slab with no interaction between the couple. They thus bear
little resemblance to the dynamic poses of the effigies at Inchmahome, which
are exceptional in their complex and intimate exchange of gestures. Both
effigies reach across to embrace one another around the shoulder, their arms
overlapping to create an unbroken connection between the spouses, while
the knight turns on his side to look at his wife, his left arm reaching across to
pull her mantle over her body (figs 9 and 12). The dynamic pose of the
effigies underlines the emotional and psychological bond between the
couple, their entangled limbs encouraging the viewer to treat the two figures
as a single entity. At the same time, the vigorous sideways sweep of the
knight’s gestures, his firm grasp on the woman’s mantle and neck, and the

forceful press of his foot on her drapery, seem to demonstrate a
possessiveness amounting almost to compulsion: the earl literally “takes
hold” of his wife.

Figure 12.
Unknown maker, Monument to Walter and Mary Stewart, detail showing
the effigies’ embrace across the shoulders, Chapter house, Inchmahome
Priory, ca. 1281–96, sandstone, height: 217 cm, width: 89 cm (at feet of
effigies), 228 cm (at heads of effigies). Digital image courtesy of Jessica
Barker

Figure 13.
Unknown maker, Monument to Wiricho von
Treuchtlingen and Agnes von Muhr,
Heidenheimkreis WeißenburgGunzenhausen, Baden-Württemberg,
Germany, ca. 1349. Digital image courtesy
of Bildarchiv Foto Marburg / Lala Aufsberg

This combination of gestures is not found on any other surviving joint
memorial; the rarity of the design and the difficulty of carving such vigorous
poses in three dimensions suggest that they were specifically requested by
the patron. The closest sculptural parallels are memorials that depict the
husband embracing his wife around the shoulder: this gesture is found on a
low-relief funerary slab at Holweirde (Netherlands) to an anonymous couple,
probably dating from the latter half of the twelfth or first half of the
thirteenth century, 40 and two fourteenth-century German monuments, the
first in Scheßlitz (Bamberg), commemorating Freidrich VII von Truhendingen
(d. 1332) and his wife Agnes, 41 and the second in Heidenheim (BadenWürttemberg), depicting Wiricho von Treuchtlingen and Agnes von Muhr (d.

1349) (fig. 12). 42 An English example of the shoulder embrace — albeit in
two rather than three dimensions — can be seen in a peculiar roundel
depicting the Black Prince holding the hand of Joan of Kent while placing his
arm around her shoulders, which was added to a genealogical roll in the third
quarter of the fourteenth century. 43 This gesture also features in historiated
initials of the Bride and Bridegroom at the opening of the Song of Songs,
which sometimes show the man, identified as the bridegroom, Christ, or a
king, with his arm across the woman’s shoulders in illustration of the verse
“his right hand shall embrace me.” 44
It should be noted that in all these examples it is the man who embraces the
passive body of the woman; the act of placing his hand on her shoulder
seems to express the superiority—spiritual or familial—of the male figure
over the female. The effigies of Walter and Mary, however, are distinctive in
the mutuality of the shoulder embrace, their overlapping arms doubling the
connection between the figures (fig. 13). Such symmetry of embrace is
extremely unusual. It is occasionally found in images of lovers in thirteenthand fourteenth-century manuscripts: for instance, an illumination from Li Ars
d’Amour, probably made in Arras at the start of the fourteenth century,
shows a man and woman pressed against one another, wrapped in the same
mantle and with their arms resting on each other’s shoulders, giving the
impression of two heads on a single body (fig. 14). 45 A particularly striking
example is a historiated initial marking the beginning of the Song of Songs
from an early fourteenth-century Bible, possibly of East Anglian provenance,
which depicts a king and queen sitting side by side on a double throne,
leaning in to kiss, their hands placed around one another’s shoulders (fig.
15). 46 This embrace seems to be motivated by a mutual desire for power as
much as shared intimacy, as both figures use their outstretched arm to reach
towards the other’s sceptre. 47 While none of the manuscripts or monuments
mentioned above could have acted as models for the Inchmahome effigies,
considered as a group they suggest a wider artistic context for the
representation of this gesture. It is significant that the placement of one’s
arm around the shoulder of another was particularly associated with the
depiction of spousal relationships, a posture used to express both intimacy
and ownership.

Figure 14.
Lovers joined as one, detail from Li Ars d’Amour, Arras, Pas-de-Calais,
France, early 14th century, illumination on parchment. Collection
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, Brussels, (MS 9543, fol. 22v). Digital
image courtesy of Bibliothèque royale de Belgique

Figure 15.
King and Queen embracing, opening of the Song of Songs from a bible
possibly made in East Anglia, ca. 1320–30, illumination on parchment.
Collection Trinity College Library, Dublin (MS 35 (A. 1. 2.), fol. 182v).
Digital image courtesy of Trinity College Library, Dublin.

The pose of the effigies may also represent Walter’s dependence on his wife
for his legitimate possession of the earldom. The use of gesture to
communicate and confirm legal actions would have been familiar to the
audience of the Inchmahome tomb: in her book, Land, Law and People in
Medieval Scotland, Cynthia Neville highlights the use of ritual gesture as a
means to lend authority to the baronial courts during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. 48 As sheriff of Ayr (by 1264) and Dumbarton (1271–88),
Walter would have presided over such courts on numerous occasions. 49
Contemporary evidence also suggests Walter’s awareness of his legal
dependence on Mary. A charter dated 14 August 1267 in which Alexander III
confirms a gift by Walter of half the villa of “Broculy” (Bracklinn) to Gilbert
Brigte of Glencarnie is careful to acknowledge that the earl is able to donate
this land only “with the consent and will of Mary his spouse, countess of
Menteith”. 50 In 1281 Walter brought Mary with him in the distinguished
retinue that escorted Margaret, daughter of Alexander III, to Norway for her
marriage to Eric II; the countess was the only noblewoman, apart from the

bride-to-be, to undertake this journey. 51 Although the gestures on the
Inchmahome monument do not appear to have a specific legal meaning (in
contrast to, for example, the joining of right hands and the making of a
formal oath), the mutual embrace of the effigies could have been understood
by contemporaries as an expression of the importance of Walter’s marriage
for the legality of his possession of the earldom of Menteith.

Location and Audience
Prior to being installed in the chapter house during a restoration project
carried out by the Office of Works in 1926, the memorial to Walter and Mary
was located in the centre of the choir in the priory church. 52 Photographs
taken before the restoration (with the monument under a nineteenth-century
wooden shelter) show the effigies facing the high altar, their feet level with
the sedilia and their heads opposite the eastern door (figs 6 and 16). Two
nineteenth-century plans of the priory church identify the “Tomb of the Red
Cross Knight & Lady” in the same position. 53 This location indicates the
importance and ambition of Walter and Mary’s monument. Placed directly
before the high altar, the knight and lady would have been highly visible to
the priest celebrating mass, as well as the canons singing in the choir (fig.
17). The relatively small size of the priory church would have intensified the
tomb’s visual impact: there is no transept or choir aisles and the chancel is
only 7.2 metres wide internally, so that the memorial would have occupied
more than a sixth of the width of the floor space. 54 The exaggerated scale of
the figures would have captured the attention of the canons in the choir,
drawing their gaze downwards from the high altar during mass and the
Divine Offices, a reminder for them to include Walter and Mary in their
prayers. As well as re-focusing the canons’ eyes, the monument also redirected their feet. Since the heads of the effigies were level with the eastern
door, the canons had to walk around the monument in order to exit the choir
and return to the cloisters via the night stair, the physical obstruction
potentially acting as another prompt for them to remember the earl and his
wife.

Figure 16.
The ruined choir of Inchmahome Priory prior to the restoration project of
1926, glass-plate photograph. Collection Royal Commission on the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), SC 1172991. Digital
image courtesy of Crown Copyright

Figure 17.
Floor plan of Inchmahome Priory, with the original location of the
monument indicated in red. Collection Royal Commission on the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), SC 1172991. Digital
image courtesy of Crown Copyright

As well as ensuring prayer for their souls, the location of Walter and Mary’s
monument proclaimed the legitimacy of their earthly status. In the
thirteenth century, burial in front of the high altar was a privilege usually
reserved for founders and their descendants. For instance, William the Lion,
King of Scotland (d. 1214) was interred prominently before the high altar at
his Tironensian foundation of Arbroath Abbey (Angus), while four generations
of the Ros lords of Helmsley were buried near the high altar in Kirkham Priory
(Yorkshire, North Riding), founded by their ancestor, Walter Espec (d. c.
1147–58). 55 The priory of Inchmahome, however, had not been founded by
Walter and Mary but by the previous earl of Menteith, Walter Comyn (fig. 2).
56

Given her close relationship to the founder, Comyn’s wife Isabella (the
countess usurped by Walter and Mary) would have also expected the right of
burial at Inchmahome. Through its position in the choir of the priory church,
the monument to Walter and Mary thus appropriated a foundation closely
associated with their rivals as their own mausoleum, asserting the couple’s

status as the rightful successors to the earldom. This monumental claim to
legitimacy would not have been limited to the Augustinian canons of
Inchmahome. Robert the Bruce made at least three visits to the priory in the
first decade of the fourteenth century, and as a royal guest would have sat in
the choir in close proximity to Walter and Mary’s monument. 57 With the
principal seat of the earldom of Menteith, Doune Castle, only 16 kilometres
west of Inchmahome, 58 and another possible residence for the earl on the
adjacent island, Inch Talla, it is likely that the priory occasionally hosted other
noble visitors (fig. 3). 59
Nevertheless, the relative inaccessibility of its island location probably meant
that knowledge of the tomb of Walter and Mary spread predominantly
through second-hand accounts, rather than visits to the monument in situ.
Luxford notes that testimonies from the Court of Chivalry are “remarkable for
demonstrating the extent to which both ecclesiastics and laymen were aware
of the location and appearance of tombs existing in local and national
churches”. 60 In the case of Grey v. Hastings, both plaintiff and defendant
submitted drawings of tombs as evidence, while the Anlaby cartulary (dating
from around 1450) contains three drawings of monuments in the margins of
documents relating to the deceased. 61 These images were often
accompanied by a description of the monument’s position in the church,
suggesting the importance of location to contemporaries’ understanding of
the meaning and authority of these memorials. 62 Considered in this context,
it is probable that the audacious choice of location for the monument to
Walter and Mary was widely known among the Scottish elite and could even
have reached their rivals for the earldom. Indeed, the island location, far
from rendering their memorial more obscure, may have served to fuel gossip
about Walter and Mary’s tomb by evoking the romantic associations of Arthur
and Guenevere’s burial on the Island of Avalon. 63

Patronage
An examination of the Inchmahome monument suggests the close
involvement of the patron in its location and design. In his discussion of the
tomb, Barrow notes that “one would expect” Alexander, the eldest son of
Walter and Mary, to be responsible for commissioning the monument to his
parents. 64 As heir to the earldom of Menteith, Alexander would have had
good reason to commission a monument that stressed the legitimacy of his
parents’ possession of the title. A survey of the events of Alexander’s life,
however, suggests he had little time or opportunity for artistic patronage.
First recorded as earl of Menteith in 1296, Alexander was held prisoner by
the king of England, Edward I, from April 1296 to March 1298. 65 After
escaping from custody in Flanders, he played an active role supporting

Robert the Bruce in his conflicts with Edward I, until his untimely death
sometime between around 1304 and 1306. Barrow acknowledges that
Alexander was unlikely to be concerned with an elaborate memorial to his
parents during these tumultuous years of warfare, suggesting instead that
the earl commissioned the Inchmahome tomb in the period immediately
following his accession to the title, which he claims occurred in around
1293–96. 66 This argument is undermined by uncertainty surrounding the
date of Walter Stewart’s death, and thus of Alexander’s accession: there are
surviving letters addressed by Edward I to Walter dated 29 June 1294, and
there is no firm evidence of his death until 1296. 67 Alexander’s descendants
also seem unlikely candidates for the patron of the Inchmahome monument.
Alan, Alexander’s son, came out in support of Bruce at his coronation,
surrendered to the English, was deprived of his earldom, and subsequently
died (probably in captivity) sometime between 1306 and 1309. 68 The
earldom was in custody for much of Bruce’s reign, first on behalf of Alan’s
young son, Alan II, and later on behalf of his sister, until granted by the
Scottish king to Sir Murdoch of Menteith in around 1323 (fig. 18). 69 The
costume and drapery of the effigies, as well as the cross-legged pose of the
knight, argue against the monument being commissioned far into the
fourteenth century.

Figure 18.
Genealogical diagram, showing the descendants of Walter and Mary
Stewart. Digital image courtesy of Jessica Barker

This raises the possibility that Walter Stewart himself was the patron of the
Inchmahome tomb. He was clearly concerned with providing for the
commemoration of himself and his family. In a charter dated 19 January
1262, Walter renewed and confirmed a grant by Dufgall, son of Syfyn of the
church of Kilcolmanel (Kintyre) to Paisley Abbey, “for the salvation of the
souls of my ancestors buried in Paisley monastery”. 70 A later document,

dated to around 1290 by the archivist William Fraser, confirms the donation
of churches and chapels in Knapdale (Argyll) by Walter to the abbey of
Kilwinning in Cunningham (North Ayrshire). 71 In this charter the emphasis
has shifted from the commemoration of Walter’s ancestors to himself and his
wife. Walter states that he makes the gift in pure and perpetual alms, as well
as “for the salvation of my soul and that of lady Mary my late spouse,
countess of Menteith, and the souls of all my ancestors and successors”. 72
The reference to Mary as Walter’s “late spouse” (quondam sponse) reveals
that the countess predeceased her husband; she is last recorded in 1281,
although her exact date of death is not known. 73 The loss of his wife may
have acted as the prompt for Walter to commission their monument at
Inchmahome. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, it was commonplace
for the surviving spouse to order a joint memorial on the demise of their
husband or wife. One famous example is a now-lost alabaster memorial
commissioned by John of Gaunt after the sudden death of Blanche of
Lancaster in 1368, commemorating a marriage that had brought him
extensive lands, as well as the titles of duke of Lancaster, earl of Derby, earl
of Lincoln, and earl of Leicester. 74 In the nineteen years between the
completion of the monument in 1380 and his death in 1399, the duke visited
the memorial on numerous occasions, including the anniversaries of
Blanche’s death and to mark important political events, such as his
reconciliation with the citizens of London in 1381. 75 For Walter, like John of
Gaunt, commissioning a monument that depicted himself alongside his
deceased spouse would have been a means of creating an enduring
connection to a past intimacy and a lasting record of the lands and status
that he had acquired through marriage.
It is not difficult to imagine why commemorating his marriage would have
been of particular interest to Walter in the final decades of the thirteenth
century. No individual would have been more aware of and more affected by
the disputes surrounding his accession to the earldom. Walter had profited
handsomely from his marriage to Mary; it was in his interests (and those of
his descendants) to memorialize their union. Although we know with
hindsight that the division of 1285 was the final resolution of the dispute
over the earldom, Walter may have felt less secure. His ally and champion,
Alexander III, died only a year later in 1286. In the political vacuum that
followed, his rivals for the earldom, the Comyn family, directed the
governance of the realm. 76 The dominance of this faction contributed to
growing tensions among the Scottish elite, allowing the English king to make
increasing interventions north of the border. 77 This must have been a cause
of concern for Walter: Edward I had supported the Comyn’s claim to the
earldom, sending letters to Alexander III in 1282 encouraging him to settle
the dispute in their favour. 78 A seal used by Edmund Hastings, son-in-law of
the deposed countess, in 1301 suggests continuing antagonism over the

earldom. Although Edmund is careful not to use the title of earl (comes),
which had been awarded to Walter and his heirs in the settlement sixteen
years previously, his seal is striking for the close association which it creates
with the earldom of Menteith, featuring an escutcheon of three bars wavy
(the arms of Menteith), surrounded by the legend “Seal of Edmund Hastings
Earldom of Menteith” (s. edmundi hasting comitatu menetei). 79 Given the
unstable political climate of the late thirteenth century, Walter had ample
motivation to commission a lasting reminder of his claim to the earldom
through the heiress of Menteith, a monument protected from his rivals by its
island location and placement within the priory church.
One further piece of evidence illuminates the circumstances around the
commissioning of the Inchmahome tomb. On 6 April 1496, King James IV of
Scotland renewed a grant of the church of Kippen to the royal abbey of
Cambuskenneth that had been made long ago by Walter Stewart and his son
Alexander. Although this document dates from the late fifteenth century, the
wording of the earlier charter would have been followed closely in order to
ensure the legal validity of the donation. According to the charter:
The gift was made by the late Walter earl of Menteith, and
Alexander, his son and heir apparent, in pure and perpetual alms,
for the salvation of their souls and that of Matilda, late wife of the
said Alexander, and for their chosen burial-places in our said
monastery. 80
Barrow and Glenn have interpreted this charter as evidence that the
monument to Walter and Mary was originally intended for the royal abbey
and only placed at Inchmahome after a change of plan. 81 Cambuskenneth,
founded by King David I in around 1140 and located in close proximity to the
royal castle at Stirling, would certainly have been a prestigious location for
their memorial. 82 Excavations in 1864 uncovered a large number of burials
within the choir and transepts of the abbey church, including a fine stone
coffin and a fragment of a carved sword, possibly from a military effigy. 83 As
the holder of numerous royal offices, including the sheriffdoms of Ayr and
Dumbarton, and a close ally of Alexander III, it is not difficult to imagine why
Walter might have sought to advertise his connections to the Scottish Crown
through burial at the abbey. 84 It is less clear, however, who would have
ignored this request and moved Walter and Mary’s monument to the priory of
Inchmahome, or why they might have done so.
There is another explanation for the Cambuskenneth charter, one that does
not require frustrated intentions or altered plans. Mary’s absence from the
charter is notable: the document states that burial places were sought for

Walter, Alexander, and Alexander's wife Matilda, but makes no mention of
Walter’s spouse. Although no date is given for the original charter, it seems
likely that Mary was already deceased by the time it was drawn up.
Presumably Walter and Alexander were not concerned with providing for
Mary’s burial because her body had already been interred. It is also
significant that the donation is reported to have been made by Walter and
Alexander alone, with no mention of the “consensus et voluntas” (consent
and agreement) of Mary, a clause standard to charters in which Walter
alienates lands from his wife’s earldom during her lifetime. 85 So it is quite
possible that Mary was already buried at Inchmahome, while Walter,
Alexander, and Matilda were interred in the abbey church of Cambuskenneth.
This would mean that the Inchmahome monument would have been
commissioned by Walter to mark the site of Mary’s grave alone. Although the
rarity of double tombs in the thirteenth century makes it difficult to find
contemporary parallels, there are several later examples of a joint memorial
marking the grave of a single spouse. 86 For instance, Sir Simon Felbrigg is
depicted alongside his wife, Margaret of Silesia, on a magnificent brass at the
parish church of Felbrigg (Norfolk) made shortly after her death in 1416, but
his body was buried in the choir of the Norwich Blackfriars following his own
death in 1443. 87 In 1460, Sir Simon’s corpse was joined by that of his
second wife, Katherine Clifton, whom herself had ordered a joint monument
with her first husband, Sir Ralph Green, at the parish church of Lowick
(Northamptonshire) some forty-one years previously. 88 Like Walter,
Katherine commissioned a double tomb in the context of a dispute over lands
acquired through her marriage: she had been given substantial properties by
her late husband, including the manor of Lowick and advowson of its parish
church, a settlement that was disputed by Ralph’s younger brother at the
court of Chancery. 89 The likelihood that Walter ordered his effigy to be
included on the memorial to his wife, despite the fact that he intended his
body to be buried elsewhere, thus draws attention to the political and legal
significance of the decision to commission a joint monument. The two carved
figures, bodies entwined for eternity, were intended primarily as a statement
to the living about the enduring importance of Walter and Mary’s marriage
and the inheritance of lands that it entailed.

Conclusion: Law, Marriage, and Material Culture
The bitter dispute over the earldom of Menteith would have profoundly
shaped Walter and Mary’s life and their attitude to the earldom. Against this
background, certain features of the couple’s memorial become more
comprehensible. The decision to commission a double effigial tomb,
extremely unusual for this period, appears to reflect Walter and Mary’s
mutual dependence on their marriage for possession of the earldom. While
the dynamic poses of the effigies clearly belong to the artistic context of

thirteenth-century English funerary sculpture, the unique combination of
gestures at Inchmahome also represents the importance of the relationship
between Walter and Mary, encouraging the viewer to treat the figures as a
single, indivisible entity. The location of the memorial at Inchmahome Priory,
rather than a foundation associated with the Stewart family, was a statement
of the couple’s position as the rightful successors to the previous earl of
Menteith, appropriating his foundation as their own mausoleum. 90 The legal
and political facets of this joint monument are highlighted in Walter’s
apparent decision (along with his eldest son and daughter-in-law) to be
buried apart from Mary at the more prestigious royal abbey of
Cambuskenneth.
The monument at Inchmahome alerts us to the importance of law, property,
and inheritance for understanding a significant new trend in late-medieval
tomb sculpture: the shift towards memorializing marriage. Whereas this early
and innovative joint memorial was connected to an exceptional dispute, in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the growing popularity of double
tombs was encouraged by broad shifts in the legal and economic status of
marriage. Chief among these changes was the introduction of jointure: a
legal device whereby specific lands from the husband’s family became the
joint property of the couple and their heirs, a clause which was increasingly
common in marriage contracts from the end of the thirteenth century
onwards. 91 While jointure led to a general increase in the proportion of lands
owned jointly by husband and wife, the devastation wrought by the Black
Death ruptured the transmission of property along the male line, meaning
that in the ensuing decades many more inheritances passed to or through
women. 92 The greater wealth available to wives in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries also led to an increase in contested testaments, with
widows often forced to go to court to defend their jointure or dower from
their husbands’ male heirs. 93
Against the backdrop of such wide-ranging social, economic, and legal shifts,
funerary monuments assumed a particular importance as evidence for the
legitimacy of a relationship and the transfer of titles and property that it
entailed. The evidential value of funerary monuments lay in their intrinsic
and sustained connection to a specific individual (or couple), as well as in
their ability to situate these persons in a particular place. 94 Indeed, the
monument to Walter and Mary anticipates a later trend for placing double
tombs on lands that had been acquired through marriage. 95 Written
evidence for the citing of memorials in court may be slight, but, as Luxford
states, to dismiss the legal facet of funerary monuments on this basis is to
overlook a crucial point: by representing a contested claim as seemingly “set
in stone”, one function of memorials was to prevent the outbreak of
litigation. 96 The patronage, location, and design of joint memorials thus

responded to concurrent shifts in marriage contracts, inheritance, and
litigation, meaning that law and material culture were inextricably entwined,
much like the effigies of Walter and Mary at Inchmahome.
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